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ABSTRACT

The topic of the doctoral thesis is “Theoretical and Practical Issues in Preventing and Fighting Terrorism in the European Union and the Republic of Latvia”. The aim of the study is to identify the criminal-law framework and practical situation in respect of prevention and restriction of terrorism, consider the possible problems, and analyse the international and national regulatory framework. The thesis examines practical solutions offered by national authorities for fighting terrorism and dealing with the aftermath of acts of terrorism, as well as possibilities of international collaboration within the European Union.

Structure of the thesis is created on the basis of logic, aims and objectives of the conducted study. The doctoral thesis consists of introduction, seven chapters and sub-chapters, conclusion, list of references, and eight appendices.

Introduction of the thesis explains topicality of the subject, identifies aims, objectives, object and subject of the study, as well as the employed scientific methods and methodology.

The first chapter of the thesis looks into theoretical problems of terrorism, the concept and essence of terrorism, development of definition, as well as difficulties and contradictions in trying to find a uniform approach to defining terrorism as a phenomenon. Criminal activities, which are inherent in organised crime groups and similar to terrorism, are not considered separately in the thesis.

The second chapter deals with potential of the threat of terrorism, decisive factors affecting it in the European Union and Latvia: external and internal factors of the threat of terrorism.

The third chapter examines issues in the criminal-law framework both at international and national levels. The criminal-law framework and the
framework of criminal proceedings significantly affect development of European Union law which is oriented towards harmonisation of law and promotion of cross-border cooperation.

The fourth chapter of the doctoral thesis is devoted to psychological aspects of terrorism, and possibilities of using knowledge to plan preventive activities for restriction of terrorism.

The fifth chapter of the thesis considers issues of anti-terrorism. If terrorism is recognised as a global threat to democratic society, its counter-measures must also be organised appropriately.

The sixth chapter of the thesis studies the Latvian system for prevention of terrorism and prospects of its optimisation. This chapter also identifies the competence of the responsible public authorities in crisis management pertaining to terrorism in Latvia.

The seventh chapter of the doctoral thesis focuses on human right issues related to fight against terrorism. As the threat of terrorism and terrorist attacks becomes more pronounced in EU, several member states have adopted new law for fighting terrorism. Such anti-terrorism law must be in compliance with the requirements of norms of human rights.

At the end of the thesis conclusions are drawn with regard to the threat of terrorism in the European Union and Latvia in the short and medium term. Several proposals are put forward for necessary amendments to the Latvian regulatory framework in respect of restricting development of terrorism, and imputation of liability for involvement in terrorist activities.
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1. General Description of the Doctoral Thesis

1.1. Topicality and novelty of the subject

Development of the political process in modern world is linked to high level of global risks which similarly affect all states in all countries. The organised counter-measures must also be comprehensive and universal. As stated in the UN Security Council Resolution, “Terrorism is still one of the most serious threats to the existing world order and international safety in the current stage of development of civilisation”.¹ Exercise of the absolute right to life granted to any person, any member of the public, and guaranteed by Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights² constitutes duly prevention of circumstances under which a person may lose his or her life, rather than detention and conviction of the persons which have violently taken or tried to take this life. Legal protection envisages a set of measures which are conducted under law with the aim of preventing preparation and implementation of acts of terrorism, instead of just investigation and finding of perpetrators after tragic events. Terrorism is not a new phenomenon, however, terrorism has taken new forms in the last decades such as cyberterrorism; the structure of networks of terrorist organisations, the means of implementation and sources of financing of acts of violence have become more versatile, thus the threat of terrorism has become more complex in general. Attacks carried out by terrorists on London and Madrid have significantly changed the understanding of the phenomenon itself, as well as the methods and means for fighting it. German criminologist and sociologist Henner Hess, which has studied interrelation between terrorism and mafia (organised crime), characterises the changes affecting terrorism in the 21st century as follows:

“As I look back at the Red Brigades, the Baader-Meinhof Gang, the Weather Underground and other similar movements, which we studied as terrorism 20 years ago, I am indulging in nostalgia... In most cases the terrorism was more or less provincial.”

The fight against terrorism in the European Union (hereinafter the “EU”) has traditionally fallen within the competence of member states, however, as a result of the last attacks terrorism is regarded as an issue affecting security of the entire EU, rather than only national security of member states, which currently have different regulatory framework. Views expressed by state leaders, scientists and politicians indicate that states have failed to correctly organise fight against radicalism and violent extremism in a qualitative manner. One of the most active voices is the former British Foreign Secretary David Miliband, which announced in 2009 that we “were not right” in selecting the specific methods for fighting this phenomenon, and the concept of “war against terrorism” only prolonged this fight and caused more harm than good” at the end. In the recent years the vector of the threat of terrorism has moved away from organised groups to individual terrorists which are more difficult to identify in due time, and their future steps are more unpredictable. Individual terrorists work independently or have limited contacts with terrorist organisations. These contacts mostly take place in a virtual environment, and parties rarely meet in real life. Counter-measures must be based on correct understanding of reasons for radicalisation. Threats of violent extremism are possible in all countries. At the end of the 1990s and at the beginning of the 21st century certain progress was achieved in review of international regulatory

basis and drafting of new laws and regulations for common counteraction against separate terrorist offences. Terrorist activities strengthened international collaboration, as states were no longer able to individually fight terrorism which had no limits as to time or territory. It became clear that a common “global strategy to fight terrorism” was necessary. The coordinating role of the United Nations (hereinafter the “UN”), the EU and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (hereinafter the “NATO”) became more essential in cross-border cooperation in fighting terrorism. The doctoral thesis “Theoretical and Practical Issues in Preventing and Fighting Terrorism in the European Union and the Republic of Latvia” examines the issues concerning the threat of terrorism and counter-measures in Latvia as a separate state, as well as the role of our state in common international cooperation in this area. Terrorism is a multi-layered phenomenon, the study of which requires more than just limited examination of its legal aspects, therefore the thesis also covers financing of terrorism, and psychological aspects of individuals and operation of organisations. The problem is considered along with the coordinated activity of international organisations and associations.

The author has conducted analysis of international and national laws as a basis for international cooperation, and examined development of the definition of terrorism in his doctoral thesis. Over the last 30 years international laws and regulations have been developed in light with the trends of development of terrorism as a phenomenon. The thesis includes analysis of changes made to the Latvian legislation since regaining independence and the course of integration of international norms into national legislation. Novelty of the thesis is the overall examination of the issue from threat and risk assessment to practical counteraction against terrorist organisations in Latvia and EU, as well as evaluation of possible costs of fighting terrorism and justification of these costs
and return. Materials of the European Court of Human Rights⁶ (hereinafter the “ECHR”) indicate that counteraction of states against terrorism is carried out by committing separate violations of human rights. The thesis considers how the guarantees of the rights of persons prescribed in international laws and regulations and the Constitution of the Republic of Latvia are observed with regard to both victims of terrorist attacks and detained terrorists.

The author ascertains amount and payment procedure of national compensation to victims of violence in Latvia comparing them with the compensation to victims in other states. The thesis looks into the question in what emergency a state has the right to unilaterally derogate from provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights.⁷ Overall the thesis identifies the existing problems of fighting terrorism in Latvia and a potential increase in the threat in the future, as well as the possible improvements in operation of responsible authorities by practically preparing and implementing a set of anti-terrorism measures. On 3 July 2014, the Saeima (Parliament) of the Republic of Latvia finally decided to increase defence budget from 0.91% of gross domestic product (hereinafter “GDP”) in 2014 to 2% in 2020. Taking account of the geopolitical situation the government is planning to increase financing for defence to 2% of GDP sooner than it was planned before. Now Latvia envisages reaching the amount of financing specified by the NATO already in 2018. Part of this financing will also strengthen security in anti-terrorism. Financing for national internal security does not increase as rapidly as that for defence. The overall threat of terrorism, however, increases in Europe, and support of security measures must be adequate. Assessment of costs of anti-terrorism measures is necessary in Latvia considering compliance of the

---

⁷ Article 15 (Derogation in time of emergency) of the European Convention on Human Rights.
amount of invested funds with the obtained result (level of the threat of terror). Calculations are necessary with regard to use of funds in a daily mode, in case of increased threats/crises, and for dealing with the aftermath of terrorist attacks. The major issue of the study is whether we would be able to appropriately respond to a real crisis. The study may be conduct by academic staff of university and practical specialists from the Anti-Terrorism Centre of the Security Police by attracting specialists from other areas which ensure operation of the anti-terrorism system in the state.

1.2. Length and structure of the doctoral thesis

The doctoral thesis consists of 250 pages, excluding appendices. Structure of the thesis is created on the basis of logic, aims and objectives of the conducted study. The doctoral thesis consists of introduction, seven chapters and sub-chapters, conclusion, list of references, and eight appendices.

1.3. Aim of the doctoral thesis

Explore the possibilities of prevention of terrorism and its threats as a problem, evaluate the system created for resolution of this problem, and develop recommendations for improvements to the system. Trace development of terrorism, specify the main characteristics of modern terrorism. Identify risks of the threat of terrorism in Latvia and EU and its possible increase in the future taking into account the overall situation of threat in EU. Develop practical methods for improving operation of public authorities which work in anti-terrorism and promote international collaboration with law enforcement agencies of EU and NATO member states. Systematise anti-terrorism measures to be implemented and expected. Clarify financial contribution of state to anti-terrorism measures according to the level of threat. Evaluate amount of national support to and possibilities for victims of terrorist attacks and their relatives,
and consider observance of human rights standards in the international fight against terrorism.

The following objectives have been defined in order to reach the set aim:

1) gather scientific studies on fight against terrorism, draw conclusions and formulate proposals paying attention to problems related to development of a single definition of terrorism;

2) study development of the existing regulatory framework, ascertain historical circumstances which affected the current situation and the existing problems;

3) conduct comparative analysis of the Latvian and international regulatory framework;

4) gather experience of other countries and statements of scholars about the definition, essence, types and promoting factors of terrorism, draw conclusions and formulate proposals which would allow to adjust European experience to Latvian circumstances, if necessary;

5) collect information about case law regarding involvement in terrorism, its support, financing and recruiting for terrorism;

6) explore psychology of terrorists and reasons for persons becoming interested in extremism in EU and Latvia;

7) evaluate mechanisms of international collaboration for fighting terrorism, and coordinating role of the UN and EN in the anti-terrorism organisation;

8) consider the capacity of Latvia to prevent the threat of terrorism to Latvia as a NATO member state;

9) study mechanisms of the protection of human rights in EU member states with regard to terrorism cases;
10) analyse the mechanisms and amounts of compensations to victims and persons killed in terrorist attacks and compare them in Latvia and other states;

11) assess the capacity of public authorities in Latvia to prevent the threat of terrorism and deal with the aftermath of terrorist attacks, and readiness of Latvia to provide support to other states.

1.4. Object and subject of the study

The level of terrorism and the threat of terrorism in Latvia and EU as a set of interconnected elements.

International and national regulatory framework in respect of counter-terrorism, the system of public authorities for risk assessment and organisation of counteraction which must be conducted to reduce and prevent the threat of terrorism, deal with the aftermath of terrorist attacks and provide support to victims.

1.5. Issues in the study

The following research issues are examined in the course of development of the doctoral thesis:

1) modern understanding of terrorism, its essence, types and their evolution, factors affecting the level of threat and their identification;

2) international and national regulatory framework for counter-terrorism measures, criminal liability for involvement in terrorist attacks, role of international organisations (UN, EU, NATO) in fighting terrorism;

3) psychological aspects of and motives for terrorism, recruiting for terrorism in Latvia and EU;
4) anti-terrorism measures taken by Latvian public authorities, possibilities of providing and receiving international assistance in order to prevent the threat of terrorism;

5) aspects of human rights in operation of public authorities by implementing activities to fight terrorism, guarantees and compensations ensured by state to the victims of terrorism.

1.6. **Methods employed in the thesis**

Taking account of the complex nature of terrorism, analysis of subject of the doctoral thesis is interdisciplinary employing general research methods such as comparison and summary, finding causal links, analysis and synthesis, deduction and induction, abstraction and concretisation, quality and quantity analyses, as well as different other research methods:

- **Legal-historical method:**

  Separate aspects of the thesis are studied according to historical chronology. The historical method is employed in order to clarify the aims the legislator has wanted to reach by adopting provisions related to the study (*ratio legis*)

- **Method of law comparison:**

  1) **dogmatic comparison** – a set of provisions is compared with other existing sets of provisions or legal systems or institutes;

  2) **historical comparison** – development of provisions or legal institutes in different legal systems. The work includes comparison between definitions, recommendations and opinions of scholars and experts from different states, as well as best practices of EU and NATO member states.

---

8 *Ratio legis* (Latin) – reason for the law.
- Method of law modelling:

The thesis suggests making separate amendments and changes to Latvian legislation taking account of EU experience in anti-terrorism legislation and activities.

- Sociologic method:

Statistical data analysis, assessment of survey date, mathematical collection of received information.

Systematism is one of the universal characteristics of the existence—systemic organisation is inherent in all areas of reality. Modern legal science and practice are unthinkable outside the concept of systematism. Almost all basic principles of methodology of legal cognition are rooted in the methodology of systemic cognition. The methodology of systemic cognition is organically related to the concept of system analysis and different cognition methods in the process of system analysis. Study of this system constitutes evaluation of the system which is closely linked to determination of criteria for development and progress of the system and their use in the study and analysis of the system. In order to establish efficiency of the taken decisions, it is necessary to conduct analysis of the system within its development. The methodology of systematic cognition becomes the most arranged and safest foundation in order to manage complicated, interrelated areas allowing to find and analyse the components which form the system and connect them consecutively. The system for fighting terrorism is a system of different areas and several levels.

---

1.7. Theoretical, empirical and regulatory basis of the study

**Regulatory basis.** The analysis of basic concepts of terrorism is carried out in line with the leading conceptual trends suggested in Latvian and foreign literature.

The doctoral thesis is based on a wide range of laws and regulations:
- UN Conventions, Security Council Resolutions;
- Council of Europe Conventions;
- Legislation of EU Parliament, Council, Commission;
- Constitution of the Republic of Latvia, as well as its laws and other legislation regulating fight against terrorism and system of counteraction;
- Foreign law (France, Germany, the UK, Estonia, Lithuania, Russia, the USA).

**Theoretical basis** of the study is composed of writings of different authors in criminal law, criminology and psychology.

1.8. Approbation of results of the doctoral thesis

Results of the study have been presented at eighteen scientific conferences, twenty three articles and publications:

**List of scientific conferences and publications**

**List of conferences**


List of publications


2. SYNOPTIC OUTLINE OF CONTENTS
OF THE DOCTORAL THESIS

2.1. Theoretical issues of modern terrorism

The first chapter of the doctoral thesis examines the issue of terrorism in modern world, studies the concept and essence of terrorism, as well as development of the definition of terrorism, difficulties and contradictions in trying to find a uniform approach to defining terrorism as a phenomenon. A uniform approach is very important in order to recognise a terroristic offence as crime in all UN member states. Survey results are used to provide grounds for conclusions drawn in the thesis. Surveys have been conducted in both Latvia and foreign states, which have extensive experience in organising fight against terrorism. The thesis does not cover activities of state power or regimes against its residents which are aimed at political intimidation. It also does not look into criminal activities which are characteristic of organised crime groups. Many authors are of the opinion that these crimes may be considered terroristic crimes. This might be true, as methods such as bombing, murders and hostage-taking are used by both terrorists and members of organised crime groups. In case of terrorists, the direct aim of violence and attack is to reach the actual aim, namely to intimidate and affect in order to achieve taking or non-taking of favourable political decisions. To reach the desired effect, terrorists need many victims and extensive media coverage of losses.

In order to understand the threat of separate types of terrorism in EU and Latvia, separate directions of terrorism are examined on the basis of motivation for offence: religiously motivated terrorism, left-wing terrorism, right-wing terrorism, special-issue terrorism, individual terrorists.

Religiously motivated terrorism. This form of terrorism is usually understood as Islamic violence which is based on misperception that use of
violence is a divine duty or act of self-immolation of a believer. The term „Islamic terrorism” was first replaced by the term “religiously motivated terrorism” in Europol’s 2012 Te-Sat report on terrorism and extremism in EU. Religious belief may lead to self-sacrifices in the name of idea in ways unimaginable. Religiously motivated violence may, however, come from any religion.

**National, ethnic, separatist terrorism.** The aim of this terrorism is to achieve political self-determination and international recognition, national independence of ethnic minority in a state in which power belongs to a larger nation. Motives for fight include nationalism, ethnic origin and/or religion.

**Left-wing terrorism.** The aim of this terrorism is change of the entire political, economic and social system of the state according to the left-wing extremism model. In many cases no model for future order is offered, the aim of the fight is to destroy the existing. The terrorism is usually ideologically based on Marxism (Leninism). This direction also includes anarchist/anti-globalist terrorist groups. The left-wing terrorism is not separated from anarchist terrorism in most of EU member states.

**Right-wing terrorism.** The aim of this terrorism is change of the entire political, economic and social system of the state according to the right-wing extremism model. This terrorism is ideologically based on national socialism. The main motivation for right-wing movement is xenophobia and hate against immigrants. In May 1995, Pērkonkrusts (Thunder Cross), a far-right political organisation which propagated ultra-nationalist ideas, was established or restored, as its leaders claimed, in Latvia. In 2006, a new association „Gustava Celmiņa centrs” (Gustavs Celmiņš’ Centre) was founded. The association was
named in honour of Gustavs Celmiņš\textsuperscript{10}, the first leader of Pērkonkrusts. Ideologically and also in terms of the methods used for implementation of ideas “Gustava Celmiņa centres” is a direct heir and follower of Pērkonkrusts.

**Individual terrorists.** Terrorists working individually or in small groups are a new serious threat to international security. Terrorism changes, the latest technologies allow flight of individual, radical thought. People read radical literature individually on the internet and become extremists themselves, they acquire the necessary information and plan attacks. Many attacks would not fall within the group of terrorist attacks, however, generally available means used for these attacks and difficulties in forecasting and preventing them give clear grounds for suspecting that similar tactics may be used by determined terrorists.

**Special-issue terrorism.** Violence with the aim of changing separate policy or practice in a specific community. This applies to terrorist groups overwhelmed by animal, environmental protection and other special ideas.

### 2.2. Potential of the threat of terrorism and its decisive factors in Europe and Latvia

**Threat of terrorism.** National security is closely linked not only to social and economic development and development of domestic policy, but also these processes in Europe and other places around the world.

**Threat of terrorism in Latvia.** Latvia supports international collaboration to fight terrorism by jointly turning against this global threat and restricting its further expansion. Escalation of terrorism in the Middle East, including activities of ISIL terrorist groups, terrorist activities in Afghanistan,\textsuperscript{10}

---

\textsuperscript{10} Gustavs Celmiņš (born 1 April 1899 in Rīgā, died 10 April 1968 in San Antonio) – politician, leader of organisation "Ugunskrusts", later "Pērkonkrusts", holder of “Lāčplēsis Military Order”.
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North Africa and the Horn of Africa, Nigeria, Europe, Canada, the USA and other places all over the world, demonstrates a growing threat of terrorism at international level. The foreign fighter phenomenon has also become a global challenge, as foreign fighters join terrorist groups and become involved in military conflicts abroad. This also causes a threat to security of residents of European countries, including Latvia, taking into consideration that these persons have already carried out terrorist activities in Europe and are planning to continue doing this in the future. Latvia supports fight against terrorism by joining the international coalition coordinated by the USA to counter ISIL terrorist group.

Factors of the threat to national security, basic principles, priorities and measures of its prevention are determined in the National Security Concept. “The analysis of trends of international terrorism shows that the level of the threat of terrorism will not decrease in Europe in a medium-term framework. Assessing risks in the Northern European, which geographically and geopolitically also includes Latvia, it may be concluded that the threat of terrorism has remained present in 2014.”

Public survey, which was conducted by the European Commission in autumn 2013, does not indicate terrorism as a problem in Latvia, however, Latvian respondents (5%) perceive terrorism as a problem in EU in general (according to respondents, the major EU problem is economic situation – 42%). The level of the threat of terrorism in Latvia did not change significantly and remained relatively low in 2013.

**Participation in peacekeeping operations.** In 2013, Latvia continued working as an active and responsible ally of NATO and EU. This included participation in international operations, strengthening its military, civil and crisis management capacity, increasing financing for security, providing assistance and solidarity to those who need it and actively cooperating

---

bilaterally and multilaterally. “Provided an agreement is reached on legal status of a new mission (in Afghanistan) planned after 2014, Latvia undertakes to participate in this mission. The Latvian government remains ready to provide assistance to the Afghanistan armed forces and police from 2015 to 2017 on the basis of annual financing amounting to USD 500 thousand. In light of the challenge presented by illegal distribution of narcotics from Afghanistan, Latvia has been allocating financing amounting to USD 30 thousand on an annual basis since 2011 participating in NATO-Russia Council’s counter narcotics training project.”

**Asylum seekers and refugees.** Instability in the Middle East, and civil war in Syria continue affecting security of Latvia and its allies. The security situation is affected by conflicts, which cause destabilisation in neighbouring regions and states, an increase in the number of asylum seekers and refugees, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, as well as facilitate radicalisation of communities and increase the threat of terrorism. In 2013, Latvia became engaged in collective work to reduce the effect of humanitarian consequences of the Syrian conflict on civilians. “In 2013, Latvia contributed an amount of EUR 50 thousand to the United Nations’ fund to support Syrian refugees.”

Valerie Ann Amos, Baroness Amos, UN Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator, has indicated in her report to the UN Security Council that half of Syrian residents have become displaced persons: 7.6 million of people have been displaced within the country, while more than 3 million of residents have become refugees and left Syria.

---

15 UN News Center. 15.12.2014.
**Illegal entry.** A number of refugees trying to illegally enter EU increased rapidly in 2013. According to Frontex data, 107 thousand of illegal immigrants were detained at the external borders of EU which is 34.5 thousand more than in 2012. According to Frontex data, 270 thousand of illegal immigrants tried to enter EU in 2014. It has been indicated in Frontex annual report that immigrants trying to enter EU came from Syria, Eritrea, Afghanistan and Albania which are considered states of an increased risk of terrorism. Frontex experts suggest that illegal immigration will keep increasing in EU and the greatest risk area is the Mediterranean Sea through which illegal immigrants from North Africa and Turkey will try to enter EU. In 2013, the external border of the Republic of Latvia was crossed by more than 4.4 million of people, out of which the frontiers provisions were violated by 6,639 persons (0.15% of all persons crossing the border). In 2013, 97 third-country nationals were detained as a result of illegally crossing the national border which is 50.5% less than in 2012. In 2014, the number of persons illegally crossing the national border increased. Latvia is becoming more and more popular as a target of illegal immigrants or travellers in transit. “This year we have already detained 107 persons (data about 10 months of 2014), while last year the number was 49 over the entire year. A week ago border guards detained another group of Vietnamese – 14 people which arrived from Russia. It does not seem that the number of persons illegally crossing the border is likely to decrease.” In addition to the established efforts of persons to illegally enter Latvia by crossing the green border, there are also cases related to illegal transportation of goods bypassing the designed points of transportation of goods/cargoes. As to illegal crossing of national borders with fraudulent travelling documents, 78 persons have been detained at the external border.

---

16 N. Garbars, Chief of the State Board Guard. Interview to the Latvian Radio, 07.11.2014.
Factors of the internal threat. Information about the Muslim community in Latvia is specific and non-specific at the same time. The community itself characterises its numerical strength and categories of members as follows: “There could more than 10,000 ethnic Muslims in Latvia, however, the actual number of all Muslims could be under 1,000. The fact that many people convert to Islam abroad, fragmentation, living separately, busy work schedule, many rare or non-existent meetings, living abroad, as well as uncertainty about individual views and practice do not allow to establish even approximate number of Muslims, whether they belong to ethnic Muslim peoples or they are Latvians or Russians which have converted to Islam.”

A certain threat to security of Latvia may be caused by left and right-wing extremists. In 2014, separate Neo-Nazi groups, which mostly avoided active operation or violent attacks, continued operating in Latvia. Left-wing extremists did not have significant support in Latvia. It may not, however, be excluded that left-wing or right-wing extremists could become engaged in violent activities in Latvia. There are currently no grounds to believe that these groups might cause a significant threat to the national security in the near future. One of the major priorities of national security is to ensure national economic security. Risks to interests of national security are presented by efforts of separate forces to use attacks on economic objects as means for reaching their aims in our state and affect decisions of external policy. A number of members of the Latvian Muslim community, including converts, continued studying in regions where terrorist groups were especially active. The analysis of trends of terrorism shows that residence of continuous nature in such regions may facilitate interest in radical interpretation of Islam or even establishing contacts with the existing members of terrorist groups located in these regions. This in turn negatively affects interests of Latvian security after return of these persons.

---

2.3. **Issues of regulatory framework of terrorism**

Violent acts of terrorism constitute crimes against public order and peace. A person may be held liable for commitment of such acts under general criminal law, for instance, for commitment of murder, organisation of bombing or other violent crime without the need to prove a special terroristic intent, i.e. to directly intimidate people or influence the government to carry out specific activities or not. Lack of general legislation in respect of terrorist crimes means that a person may only be prosecuted after event, the consequences of which are tragic and destructive in many cases, or after a crime attempt.

The modern legal science examines the phenomenon of terrorism from three aspects:

1) criminal offence;
2) terrorist organisation/group;
3) terroristic doctrines.

**UN regulatory framework.** Basic requirements for recognising terrorism as a criminal offence have been incorporated in UN conventions, protocols and resolutions. After ratification of universal documents on terrorism counteraction, it is necessary to start incorporating their provisions and requirements into national regulatory framework.

**Regulatory framework of the Republic of Latvia and EU.** Countries started to form international communities already in the 1950s. Thus it became and is still necessary to harmonise law in order to jointly solve problematic issues caused by different legal systems and their application. Currently the criminal-law framework and the framework of criminal proceedings are significantly affected by development of EU law which is oriented towards harmonisation of law and promotion of cross-border cooperation. Article 3 of the Council Framework Decision 2008/919/TFI stipulates that member states shall take the necessary measures to comply with requirements of this
Framework Decision by 9 December 2010 and forward to the Commission the text of the provisions transposing into their national law the obligations imposed on them under this Framework Decision. Amendments were duly made to the Latvian criminal legislation in order to prescribe liability for activities of terrorist nature not provided for in Section 88 “Terrorism” of the Criminal Law. On 1 June 2005, amendments to the Criminal Law entered into force, under which the Law was supplemented with Section 881 “Financing of Terrorism”.

**Regulatory framework of separate states.** Knowledge of criminal law of other states is important for at least three reasons:

1. Located in the same geographical space, law enforcement agencies of different states must actively cooperate in order to fight crime in all its aspects and prevent commitment of criminal offences in a uniform and efficient manner;

2. Legal constructions incorporated in laws and regulations of other states may help to develop our criminal law;

3. Information about foreign criminal legislation is important to our nationals travelling abroad.

### 2.4. Psychological aspects of terrorism

It is very important in preparation and implementation of counter-measures against terrorism to study the phenomenon of terrorism from the psychological aspect, taking account of provision of psychological assistance to victims of terrorist attacks and psychological training of staff of law enforcement agencies.

As to the psychological aspects of terrorism as a phenomenon, attention must be paid to the following aspects:
- psychological aspects of terrorist activities and motivation of terrorists;
- psychology of terrorist organisations and organised groups and settings of their operation;
- psychology of victims of terrorism and provision of possible assistance;
- psychological pressure of terrorists on society and counteraction.

Terrorism as a uniform phenomenon consists of the following levels:

- the highest position in the hierarchy of terroristic operation is occupied by terrorism ideologists;
- the second level is taken by terrorism “administrators”, representatives of the brain centre, planners of terrorist attacks and managers/supervisors of their implementation;
- specialists having good knowledge of psychotechnology and psychology are at the third level. They are engaged in recruiting persons, which would carry out terrorist attacks, and providing special psychological preparation for carrying out these attacks;
- persons that directly carry out terrorist attacks are at the fourth level;
- the fifth level is occupied by persons who perform different support functions, for instance, provide documents, housing, transport, weapons and explosives to those which carry out terrorist attacks.

**Motivation of suicide terrorists.** The motivation of suicide terrorists to sacrifice themselves by carrying out terrorist attacks deserves special attention.
Suicide attacks are not a new phenomenon. Although latest technologies have made current methods more destructive, this type of attack has a long history.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{Psychology of victims of terrorism.} Terrorism is based on fear of sufficiently large part of society. Fear is emotion which, first of all, points to a terrorist attack. If the fear factor is removed from event, it is classified as a criminal offence, maybe especially severe one, including murder, but it does not evoke feeling of common fear and vulnerability, as it seems “usual”. Fear is unpleasant emotion caused as a response mechanism when a living organism faces danger. A person, object or situation may become a reason for fear in person’s imagination:

1) as the possible or imagined cause of evil/putting forward hypothesis/;
2) expecting disaster;
3) direct contact with a person/object which is referred to as the imagined factor of danger.

Fear may manifest itself differently: as a strong feeling of fear, anxiety, nervousness, worry, annoyance, terror, panic.

The psychological condition of a victim of terrorism (most often hostage) is such that a victim has positive feelings towards terrorists and sometimes even defends them. The victim identifies with the captor. This irrational reaction is produced in people who find themselves in a survival situation where rational reactions turn out to be inefficient and hopeless. This

\textsuperscript{19}1. In the first century AD, two Jewish sects – Zealots and \textit{Sicarii} – attacked Roman invaders and their allies in public places in Judaea knowing that they will be killed. 2. In the 11\textsuperscript{th}–13\textsuperscript{th} century the Murderers cult was active in Iran and Syria, members of which killed their victims directly knowing that they had no hope of running away. 3. In the middle of the 18\textsuperscript{th} century suicide groups turned against the colonial order in India, Indonesia, Philippines. 4. In the 19\textsuperscript{th} century Russian anarchists attacked supporters of the tsar regime killing both themselves and their victims. 5. In the World War II Japanese aviators-the \textit{Kamikaze} pilots performed a ritual of self-sacrifice “taking the enemy with them”.
psychological phenomenon is known as Stockholm syndrome.\textsuperscript{20} According to the FBI data, approximately 27\% of hostages show evidence of Stockholm syndrome.\textsuperscript{21} One commonly used hypothesis to explain the effect of Stockholm syndrome is based on Freudian theory.\textsuperscript{22} It suggests that identifying with the aggressor is one way that the ego defends itself without the person actually being aware of this. When a victim starts to believe the same values as the aggressor, the victim is no longer perceived as a threat by the aggressor and the aggressor starts to adopt more relaxed attitude towards the victim or sometimes even starts to care about it.\textsuperscript{23} The term “Stockholm syndrome” was coined by the Swedish criminologist Nils Bejerot\textsuperscript{24}, which introduced it when analysing condition of hostages in a bank vault. Stockholm syndrome occurs in cases when hostages are not affected physically but rather psychologically. The syndrome becomes more pronounced if hostages are divided into groups and have no opportunity to contact each other. Under circumstances of complete physical dependence on the aggressor, the victim is ready to take all acts of the aggressor as a personal favour.

\textsuperscript{20} \textbf{Stockholm syndrome} – it was named after the robbery in 1973 in Stockholm, capital of Sweden, where six bank employees were held hostage from 23 to 28 August. Hostages started to completely identify with the captors and even wanted to leave together with them. Two hostages became engaged to the captors when they were already in prison.
\textsuperscript{22} Sigismund Schlomo Freud – Austrian neurologist and psychiatrist, the father of psychoanalysis.
\textsuperscript{24} Nils Bejerot – Swedish psychiatrist and criminologist, known for his work on drug abuse and for coining the term “Stockholm syndrome”.
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2.5. Organisational aspects of anti-terrorism

Currently, all the main directions of modern counteraction to terrorism from the international community and national parties can be divided into three major sections, which are closely interrelated and are not exercisable individually. One section is to prevent terrorism, the spread of an environment favorable to the creation of new regulatory provisions, financial flows to strengthen control, public education and other preventive measures. The second section is a special forces training, the provision of technical means, all that is required in response to actual or real threatening crisis. The third section is up to the bombings: support for victims and the consequences of identification. Countermeasures package consists of prevention reaction force and minimizing the consequences of terrorist attacks and elimination:

- Terorisma prevention, terrorism drivers of cognition and restrictions: Counteraction against terrorist state system.
- Terorisma Funding restriction. Any kind of support to stay empowerment, the possibility of obtaining travel documents for the restriction.
- Why do people turn to terrorism? Recruitment to the possibility of reduction.
- Reducing the attractiveness of terrorism.
- Arms, explosives and precursors and the acquisition of the possibility of a reduction.
- Critical infrastructure more secure. Transport infrastructure protection;
- Resources, web control extremist ideas and the theory of distribution, the exchange of information in the field of terrorism hireozācijas field for new entrants in the field of recruitment.
2. Special “forces” measures in the preparation and performance:
   - Special Unit organization, maintenance and training.
   - Investigation of terrorist acts, the offender search and punishment.
   - International Cooperation in special operations.

3. The underlying acts of terrorism Minimization or elimination of the consequences:
   - Provision of payment of compensation to victims of terrorist act and the result, families of those killed.
   - Human Rights and terrorism.
   - Public Confidence in national security systems recovery after the bombings.

   Counteraction to terrorism is a top priority for preventive measures aimed at preventing conditions, when people focus on and support terrorism, extremist and radical ideas spread. The Company wants to live in a safe condition and rightly expect from the state rather than counting corpses and loss already following an act of violence, but in due time make a set of measures to prevent terrorist activities. As a separate chapter in the fight against terrorism is an event investigation process: Identifying the perpetrator, arrest and trial. Inevitability of punishment is undoubtedly both preventative effect, as well as events of force composition.

   **Terrorist groups and entities.** As one of the terrorist operation of restrictive measures is to identify persons, groups and entities which are recognized as terrorist or terrorist activities supportive. According to these lists are subject to restrictive measures. The lists consists of international organizations of the UN, the EU, as well as some countries (USA, United Kingdom, Australia, the Russian Federation). Latvian Republic recognizes the lists of people who are suspected of involvement in terrorist activities, drawn up by:
European Union,
- North Atlantic Treaty Organization,

**Terrorism the restrictive measures.** The UN Counter-Terrorism Centre (hereinafter UNCCT) priorities for action:

1. Development of the National and Regional Strategies.
2. The national counter-terrorism potential establishment support.
3. The financing of terrorism.
4. Propaganda restriction.
5. Human Rights compliance in the fight against terrorism.
7. Property protection.
8. Border management.
9. Internet control.

**Radicalization and recruitment limitation.** Preventive measures to curb the spread of terrorism in general a central position, or one of the central holds the restrictive measures of terrorist movement and the restoration of human resources in addition to raising prevention. Terrorist organizations constantly need to involve new members to replace those who perished, arrested and those who for various reasons, terrorist activities stopped. “US expert opinion that the person, recruitment, having legal standing to be located in the US and the European Union on their territory, is one of the priority tasks in the preparation of acts of terrorism in Western countries.” Objectives and ideologies distribution, movements become massive. Terrorist ideologues and managers invest enormous financial resources, attract the best people in the dissemination of ideas and recruiting new members. States should take adequate retaliatory measures people's involvement in extremist activities, the main of which is to prevent the conditions in society that contribute to the
spread of radical ideas and people's willingness to accept the invitation to become new members of terrorist organizations, to engage in extremist or even terrorist groups. These risks exist in Latvian, particularly among the youth, who are the recruiters target audience

**Restriction of terrorist financing.** In April 2007 the TV channel AL-Jazeera broadcast on “Al-Qaeda” forces in Afghanistan Shayk alleged leader Mustafa Abu al-Yazid in a statement: “With regard to the Jihad in Afghanistan in the first place, they are financial. Taliban Mujahideen are counted in the thousands, but they not have enough money. There are hundreds of people who want to carry out operations, to turn into martyrs, but they were unable to find the funds to equip themselves accordingly. Thus, funding is a major pillar of jihad.” Terrorist financing can be divided into two main areas: the same realization of terrorist attacks and terrorist funding network maintenance Committing offenses resulting from the laundering cycle in full can be divided into three stages:

1) illegal funds investment or placement;
2) rooting legitimate financial system;
3) integration step.

**Trafficking in firearms control.** Terrorists for their own ends most commonly used in improvised explosive items and guns. Given the large amount of weapons in legal international arms market, illegal trade, which was engaged as a national company, the organized crime groups. Arms trade is one of the most profitable lines of business. Also the customer base is wide: from countries to guerrilla movements and terrorists.

**Explosives and precursors control.** The strategic objective of the EU with regard to the strengthening of the security of explosives is to combat the acquisition of explosives, manufacture and use at EU level, thus protecting the public from attacks in which explosives are used, while keeping in mind that
explosives and precursors can be used also for other nolūkiem. 2008. On 11 April, the Council of the EU adopted the “EU Action Plan on enhancing the security of explosives”, which is attached four sections embedded in explosives safety measures.

**Critical infrastructure security.** Critical infrastructures are physical and IT installations, networks, services and assets which, if they are destroyed, or if it is terminated, can seriously harm the health, safety and welfare and hinder the work of the Government. Critical infrastructure in many sectors of the economy and in the state, local government or private control and ownership. “Critical Infrastructure” shall mean those assets, systems or parts thereof which are essential for the maintenance of vital societal functions, protection of human health, safety, security and economic or social well-being, and the disruption or destruction of significant impact in a Member State because of the failure to maintain those functions. “21st century global security environment play an increasing role of chemical, bacteriological, radioactive and nuclear threats. In particular, it relates to the global spread of these weapons and the possibility that weapons of mass destruction could fall into the possession of organized crime groups, which can be used in weapons of mass destruction against civilian critical infrastructure targets and the civilian population.”

**Retaliatory measures to prevent bioterrorism.** Biological terrorism is the deliberate dissemination of biological agent with the intent to cause human illness and death, creating public confusion, panic and fear. Terrorists may resort to non-conventional means such as biological weapons or dangerous substances. Some of these have the capacity to infect thousands of people, contaminate soil, buildings and vehicles to destroy, destroy agriculture and infect animal populations and thus affect food and feed throughout the food supply chain. Biological agents (bacteria, viruses and other microorganisms) is
normally found in nature, but in the case of terrorism they are modified in order to increase the infectivity and resistance to the medicine, as well as make them more resistant to the environment. From a statistical point of view bioterrorism attack is low. After the distribution of biological agents will take some time to appear on the consequences of an attack during the illness initially may even resemble a normal outbreak. The incubation period, depending on the biological agent ranges from a few hours (toxins) to several days or even weeks.

**Crisis Management.** “No single Member State has all the means, resources and expertise to deal effectively with all possible kinds of specific or large scale crisis situations requiring special intervention. It is therefore of utmost importance that each Member State may request assistance from another Member State.” Under the Treaty on European Union (hereinafter TFEU) The Union and the Member States to work together, a spirit of solidarity if a Member State is a terrorist attack or natural or man-made disaster. Article includes a provision for a “solidarity clause”. In order to deal with a crisis situation, the Member State may request assistance from another Member State a special intervention unit, the necessary assistance or branch:

a) “special intervention unit” means any law enforcement unit that specializes in the control of a crisis situation;

b) “crisis situation” shall mean any situation in which the competent authorities have reasonable grounds to believe that there is a criminal offense presenting a serious direct physical threat to persons, property, infrastructure or institutions in that Member State;

c) “competent authority” means the national authority which may make requests and give authorizations regarding the special intervention units.
A Member State may receive support for crisis control, such as:
1) the equipment or technical assistance;
2) knowledge or competence;
3) the real action territory (using weapons if so required).

**The costs of counter-terrorism measures.** How many paid anti-terrorism measures: programs, databases, special forces and technical resources, training. International terrorism is not costly, individual acts of terrorism does not require large distribution and human resources, but provides an opportunity to attract the world's attention and to intimidate the weakest the strongest. What means the company ready to shift to its own security from the terrorist threat, or the investment is adequate. Often the government to choose between daily necessities and anti-terrorist financing measures, which constitute only part of the overall national security. Budget funds are limited, and anti-terrorist financing measures must be based on threat analysis, intelligence, special studies. The amount of funds allocated directly to the proposed anti-terrorism measures and the ambition of the country's overall position in the field of security. A new direction in financing is in practice means of redistribution, the waiver of the direction of financing, which are recognized as inefficient, outdated and a little perspective.

2.6. **System for prevention of terrorism and prospects of its optimisation in Latvia**

**National Security Concept of terrorism prevention context.** Latvian national security system and its tasks are determined by the National Security Law, which provides that the national security system consists of state authority and administration institutions implementing and Latvian citizens, the law delegates obligations and rights set out in the national security area of competence. National Security system is in good time to predict and prevent the country's internal and external risks to safeguard national defense, public
security and democratic development, as well as to develop a common, systemic national security policy, coordinated and targeted at all levels of government to meet its established legal, economic, social, military, security and other measures. National security system to ensure effective management of the country to overcome the situations of danger

**The Latvian authorities with terrorism-related crisis management.**

“Public threats occasional case of the Crisis Management Board is coordinated civil-military cooperation and public administration institutions operational measures for overcoming national threat”

Crisis Management Council is a coordinating body whose aim is to provide national and local institutions concerted action. Security Police is the main coordinating body Latvian counter-terrorism field. National safety authorities defined in Article 15 of the Law body which Latvian is responsible for counter-terrorism measures in the organization and marketing.

### 2.7. Human rights in the context of fight against terrorism

“Everyone charged with a criminal offense shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.” Respect for human rights procedure any kind of counter-terrorism measures must include a “fair treatment” for people who can be carried out or supported organizationally, financially or otherwise of acts of terrorism. The concept of “fair treatment” is very broad. The UN Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Article 3 states: “Member State may not send, sent back or extradited a person to another state, there must be reasonable grounds for believing that this person may be at risk of torture.” Every year, 11 March, the EU notes the day of remembrance for the victims of terrorism. Intensification of terrorist threats and attacks in the EU, several Member States have led to new national legislation to combat it. Such counter-terrorist legislation must
comply with the European Convention on Human Rights. Council of Europe Committee of Ministers in July 2002 adopted guidelines for human rights and the fight against terrorism and called on Member States to ensure that they were “widely disseminated among all authorities responsible for the fight against terrorism.” Ninth paragraph 2 states that a person accused of terrorist activities benefits from the presumption of innocence. “1. Any accused is presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.” 2. Everyone accused is guaranteed the right of defense. “On 6 September 2006, US President George W. Bush confirmed that the CIA was operating a secret detention program outside the United States: “a small number of suspected terrorist leaders and operatives captured during the war They have been held and questioned outside the United States, in a separate program operated by the CIA” and the fact that many of those held in custody was later transferred to Guantánamo and that it is strongly suspected that other prisoners are still held in secret places of detention.” The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in its 2 January 2007 report notes mentioning 26 testimonies of mistreatment in Guantánamo since 11 September 2001; EP with its 18 January 2006 decision to set up a “temporary committee on the alleged use of European countries by the CIA to transport and illegal detention of prisoners, on 24 November 1983 in Strasbourg, was signed the” European Convention on the compensation of victims of violent crimes. “Every year in the world going on around 10–15 thousand terrorist acts, which are losing their lives or being maimed for about 50 thousand people.” These figures may not be totally accurate, because accounting systems in different countries are different. The statistics will also affect the political position and national interests: that one terrorist to another freedom fighter. This time we may be of interest figures that are rarely made public – how many people have suffered in terrorist acts, how many people have been linked to the victims of terrorist acts and therefore, albeit indirectly, become dependent on terrorist violence. How many children get an education
and are unable to realize themselves in life, how many people will be miserable old age, because lost support. And all just because their breadwinners or relatives fatal coincidence because just at that time were in the exact place where a stranger violently tried to pursue their political objectives of covetousness.

International Convention not specifically regulate the procedure for compensation of damage. These issues are addressed at the national level. The compensation paid by the competent authority of the Member State in whose territory the crime was committed. The compensation paid to victims of intentional crimes by the competent authority of the Member State in whose territory the crime was committed. This Directive establishes a system of cooperation to facilitate access to compensation to victims of crime in cross-border cases. Victims can turn to an authority in the Member State which is their permanent place of residence, and it should ease any practical and linguistic difficulties arising from the cross-border case. There are two options:

- the victim of damage suffered by Latvian territory committed a criminal offense;

- the victim of damage suffered by other European Union Member State is made a criminal offense.
CONCLUSION

As a result of the study, having reached the goal defined for the work and completed the tasks, the author has drawn the following conclusions:

1. The mitigation of terrorism threats is a common international problem. Society is becoming vulnerable, criminals abuse the greatest values of democracy: the reduction of personal freedom and public control mechanisms. Democracy is like a match which one person uses to light a candle while another to light a Bickford fuse, for blowing up a supermarket. In conditions of freedom and tolerance, radicals who do not recognize the values of democracy encounters little physical resistance in their activities. “Islamists become convinced of the efficiency of violent methods when they see the lack of confidence in the West... the West needs allies – Muslims. However, enormous Islamophobia will become inevitable if the Muslim leaders will not implement oversight over their fanatics, and the Western leaders will not cease to justify principles such as freedom of speech”. 25 This also applies to terrorists motivated by other ideologies.

2. I believe that the General conditions for fighting terrorism in Europe today are the following:
   - We fight terrorism, jihadism and radical Islam, but we do not fight religion: Islam and Muslims.
   - We defend the values of democracy and the values of the secular State.
   - Counter-terrorism measures must be implemented in such a way as to prevent divisions in society along ethnic or confessional affiliations.

25 Wall Street Journal, 08.01.2015
3. Common European growth, the unity of the Member States and efficient cooperation of EU institutions will determine to a large extent the Latvian economic development scenarios. In creating its foreign policy, Latvia must take into account such common EU foreign policy challenges as immigration, the Middle East conflict and terrorism threats. Foreign policy agenda may also be significantly influenced by international events, for example, the international energy price fluctuations, the question of Palestinian independence and the results in the negotiations with Iran.

4. In 2015 Latvia continues to contribute to NATO’s attempts to support the safety and stability of Afghanistan, by starting a new training mission and providing financial support to the Afghanistan National Security Forces. Latvia will lead the EU working groups on combating terrorism, and will organize the EU-Central Asia seminar on counterterrorism. This is also a way to contribute to the EU-Central Asia dialog on security matters, including counterterrorism. In addition to domestic policy factors, Latvia’s foreign policy will be primarily influenced by the developments both in the EU and its neighbors. The development of the situation in Europe and in particular in Eastern Ukraine will be an important precondition for the creation of security policy.

5. As the presiding country in the EU Council (01.01.–30.06.2015), Latvia defined three main lines of action:

- Competitive Europe;
- Digital Europe;
- Engaged Europe.

Terrorist attacks in Europe (January 7 attack on the Charlie Hebdo office in Paris, planned large-scale terrorism acts in Belgium that were prevented in

26 The annual report of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Latvia on the accomplished and planned activities in foreign policy and European Union affairs in 2014–2015.
http://latviaspb.ru/lv/Arpolitika [viewed on 12.02.2015]
the last moment with a broad counterterrorism operation on January 15; February 14 the terrorist attack in Copenhagen during a freedom of speech conference and in a synagogue) influenced the Latvian presidency agenda. An important part of the agenda was taken by the European internal security matters and the fight against terrorism. The EU Council of Justice and Home Affairs in March agreed on urgent counterterrorism measures that Latvia must actively take part in as well:

- The systematic verification of travel documents and identities on the external EU borders;
- elimination of the Internet content that stimulates terrorism and radicalization;
- the fight against the illegal trade of firearms;
- to reach an agreement regarding one of the Central instruments in the fight against terrorism - the European Union Passenger Data Register, by the end of 2015.

6. Latvia’s ratings in terms of threats, activity and popularity of violent organizations is suggesting that the State security policy in relation to counterterrorism is effective and the funds invested yield an appropriate result. However, such logic is too simplified. Many other aspects influence the situation and the terrorism threat level in Latvia: society has developed, the socio-economic situation has improved, the quality of education improves, the level of prosperity is rising, and police carries out its work better.

7. On July 3, 2014, the Parliament of the Republic of Latvia in the final reading decided that the defense budget will be increased from 0.91% of the GDP in 2014 to 2% by the year 2020. Given the geopolitical situation, the government intends to increase funding for defense to 2% of the GDP faster than planned so far. Now Latvia plans to reach the funding amount required by NATO already in 2018. Part of this funding will reinforce the security also on counterterrorism. The National domestic security funding does not increase as
fast as in the field of defense. However, in general the threat of terrorism in Europe is increasing and the support for security measures in Latvia must be adequate as well.

8. Regardless of the relatively low level of terrorism threat in Latvia, the Security Policy Counterterrorism Center in cooperation with other institutions involved in counterterrorism activities must focus on the development of the national counterterrorism system, ensuring its operational readiness and effective response to the increase of terrorism threats, and maintain regular contact with foreign partners.

9. Unlike conventional terrorist activities with demands and attempts to influence the decision-making process, the situation is now destabilized with violence that is characteristic of the criminal underworld. Members of organized crime may be involved in such activities. This may be used along the Eastern border of Latvia where common interests may arise between organized crime groups and persons that intend to destabilize the political situation. The goal is to weaken the national structures and to create a sense of instability in society: the one party needs this to carry out illegal cross-border activity, the other party wants to gain influence and, in case of luck, political power in a destabilized situation. Therefore the fight against organized crime that will positively impact the terrorism threat level is significant for Latvia.

10. The terrorism threat level in Latvia will not change significantly in nearest future, although certain tendencies indicate possible long term risks. With deteriorated security situation in various terrorism risk regions (in particular Syria and Iraq), the entry possibilities in Latvia of persons associated with terrorism are increasing. Increasing contacts with foreign Muslims, supporters of radical interpretations of Islam, in the future may stimulate the risk of radicalization in the Latvian Muslim community as well. The increasing role of the Internet in the radicalization of European Muslims increases the risk that the radical interpretation of Islam and religiously motivated violence may
find adherents among Muslims in those countries where radical ideas are currently not common and where radical groups are currently not active. The right-wing and left-wing extremists currently lack public support, intellectual and financial resources for implementing their ideas.

11. The question is what policy will be supported by Europe, including the Latvian society, if it will become necessary to make a choice between human rights and the strengthening of counterterrorism measures (regulatory framework) that will certainly limit certain rights. Taking into account the current terrorism threat level and its character in our country, it may be predicted that the choice of the Latvian people between “order and the pure values of democracy” will not be in favor of the additional restriction introduction. However, Latvia as EU Member State must adhere to the common position of the Union which is represented by the large Member States (France, Germany, UK) where the level of terrorism threat is very high.

To efficiently address the existing problems and preventively limit the threat of terrorism in the future, the author proposes to take the following measures in Latvia:

1. The counterterrorism measures in Latvia for reduction of threat must be planned in three directions:
   1) limiting the spread of radical ideas;
   2) limiting the possibilities of extremists travelling to conflict regions;
   3) control of persons returning from conflict regions.

2. Additional measures are necessary for eliminating content that simulates terrorism and radicalization on the Internet. To restrict the recruitment of new members of terrorist organizations. More frequently the calls are directed not at the potential warriors but to the people who could carry out support functions: doctors, cooks, mechanics, fitness instructors.

3. Mass media plays a big part in the psychological preparation of the public. However, the publication of sensational materials gives the exactly
opposite effect. The wide circulation of suicide bomber images, publication of the ideas of terrorist ideologists, without the depiction of the “heroic struggle” of the immediate terrorists, creates a string of copycats such as phone terrorists or hate inciters on the Internet. Without limiting the distribution of information and the freedom of opinion, in the interests of public security the journalists must be convinced that it is unacceptable to transform a terror act in a theatrical performance: “the governments have the primary responsibility for the press and media freedom and protection and in the worst cases they increasingly implement legal pressure, that is, abuse the legislation in the field of counterterrorism and counter-extremism, national security, treason or coup d'état, to limit this freedom; indicates that there is a need to strike a balance between national security matters and information freedom to prevent illegal acts and ensure the independence of the press and the media; also recognizes that mass media empires belonging to politicians are sometimes authorized to carry out disinformation campaigns; stresses that it is of particular importance that the press and mass media may act independently and without political and financial pressure; expresses concerns regarding the general recession trend with respect to the freedom of the press and the media in various countries both in Europe and outside of it, according to the latest annual reports on indexes and analysis.”27 The competent national institutions must ensure constructive cooperation with the media. “Freedom of speech and the pluralism of mass media – including the Internet – are fundamental European values; stresses the significance of the press and the media in the EU expansion and digital freedom policy in this respect, in the belief that these freedoms are to be human rights and therefore are a component of the Copenhagen political criteria.”28

28 June 12, 2013 European Parliament resolution regarding the freedom of the press and media in the world “Global press and media freedom” (2012/2081(INI)
4. Once again the possibility of Latvia joining the information system “System Control and Protection of Explosives for the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism” (“SCEPYLT”) must be considered. This system allows better control over the circulation of explosives and explosive devices in Europe. “SCEPYLT” gives the possibility for EU Member States to digitalize the EU internal circulation of explosives, the competent institutions will be able to exchange information faster. Latvia has not joined the system due to the financial considerations: the national annual installment for using “SCEPYLT” may reach up to EUR 15 000.

5. Latvia has an interest in supporting the EC project “Common guidelines on firearm deactivation standards and techniques”. Within the EU there is a large number of illegal firearms circulating from the Balkans that are used for criminal purposes. A new illegal firearm spreading problem region is Ukraine, from where firearms may also appear in the Baltic States. A single EU procedure for deactivating firearms will be an additional restrictive element for weapons. The current diversity of approaches allows purchasing gas and signaling weapons in one country, transforming them in shooting with live ammunition, and use them in another country.

6. Latvia must complete the European Commission task and register the Latvian national explosives and explosive device manufacturer codes in the information system “CIRCA” (system for document distribution). It is essential to use IT tools, developing mechanisms that ensure reliable, timely and transparent data collection and notification to the Member States and the Commission, as well as to ensure the access of Latvian law enforcement professionals to the international information system. The network has an internal confidential information exchange system – the internal network “CIRCA”, managed by the Commission. Companies that wish to import or
export the controlled substances must notify the Commission by sending a completed registration form available on the website.29

8. The involvement of European citizens in Middle East conflicts is largely a personal choice of each individual that must not be supported in any way, since the suffusion of new forces strengthens the military capabilities of the extremist organizations, delays conflict resolution and increases the number of casualties. The greatest threat to the European internal safety is represented by persons who have already gained experience of battle and, upon returning home, are prepared to spread extremist ideas and apply their experience in Europe to bring their ideas to life. The latest events indicate that the return of persons from military conflict regions and their extremist activity in the homeland is a relevant issue for Latvia as well.

9. Currently the Latvian State institutions may react to violations that have taken place, but are relatively limited in their capacity to prevent their occurrence. Consultations and discussions should begin regarding the expansion of preventive measures in the Latvian legal system. Although on February 12, 2015 the Parliament adopted a modification to the Criminal Law that defines criminal liability for the involvement in armed conflict abroad, it is essentially impossible to influence a person before he/she has travelled to the conflict zone and engaged in the armed conflict. National institutions may only warn such a person about the consequences of such actions. It is necessary to define legal instruments that could allow to not just judge, but also to prevent or significantly hinder crimes. In this case that could mean the rights to take away the passport if the information available to the secret services indicates that the person truly intends to engage in a military conflict abroad. Of course, any person that would have such a preventive measure applied, would have the right to appeal such a decision. This practice is current in many European

29 http://circa.europa.eu/Public/irc/env/review_2037/library
countries that are facing their citizens going to Syria and Iraq. On November
13, 2014, France adopted the counterterrorism law “Regulations regarding the
strengthening of the fight against terrorism” (“Renforçant les dispositions relatives a la lutte contre le terrorisme”), which reinforce specific provisions of
the law (the 1986 law “On the fight against terrorism”, “Criminal Law”,
“Criminal Code”, the 1881 “Press Law”) and grants new authority to national
institutions in their fight against terrorism and enhances responsibility for
participation in terrorist acts.

10. I propose to edit Article 24, “Divesting Latvian citizenship”, Part 1
(of the Citizenship Law) with the following wording:

(1) Latvian citizenship shall be removed from a person if he/she:
without the permission of the Cabinet of Ministers voluntarily serves in the
armed forces of another country or a military organization, internal army,
security services, police or is an employee of law enforcement institutions, with
the exception of cases when the person serves in the armed forces or military
organization of a European Union Member State, the Member State of the
European Free Trade Association, NATO Member State, Australian Union,
Federal Republic of Brazil, New Zealand, or the armed forces or a military
organization of a country with which the Republic of Latvia has an agreement
for recognition of dual citizenship, and in the case of revocation of Latvian
citizenship, the person does not become a stateless person.”

To complement the Article 24 of the Citizenship Law with a new 5th clause to
Part 1:

“5. Voluntarily participates in the activities of terrorist organizations that is
included in the terrorist lists of the United Nations Security Council, European
Union Council, European Union Member States, NATO Member States, or is
included in the list of terrorists recognized in the Republic of Latvia.”

It is necessary to start a discussion on the possibility to not apply to
terrorists the requirements of Article 8 of the 1961 Convention on the reduction
of statelessness, in order to permit the revocation of Latvian citizenship for terrorist activity even if the person would become stateless.

11. I recommend supplement Article 14 “Removal of the identifying document” of the Identifying Document Law with 21 part:

“(21)

1) The person who has reasonable grounds to suspect that he/she plans to travel abroad in order to:

1. Engage in terrorist activity or military conflict.
2. Travel to the activity zone of a terrorist group under the conditions that would create public threat upon return to Latvia.

2) The person is issued with a preliminary document that temporarily replaces the identifying document.

3) The decision on the withdrawal of the identifying documents and issue of the preliminary document is adopted by the Minister of Interior Affairs.

4) The procedure and conditions for the withdrawal of the identifying documents defined in Part 21 of Article 14 of this law shall be determined by the Cabinet of Ministers.”

To supplement the Article 7 “Types of temporary documents” of the Identifying Document Law with the following:

- Part 61 Preliminary document that is issued in place of an identifying document withdrawn according to the procedure of Article 14, Part 21.

To express the Part 7 of Article 7 “Types of temporary documents” of the Identifying Document Law in the following wording:

“Preliminary documents are issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The preliminary document indicated in Part 61 of the Law is issued by the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs.”

12. In order to expand the capacities of the Ministry of Interior Affairs to limit the engagement of persons in terrorist activities, I recommend to
supplement the Article 13 “Competence of the Ministry of Interior Affairs” of the National Security Law\textsuperscript{30} with the following Part 3:

“(3) On the basis of the recommendation of the Head of the Security Policy, according to the procedure defined by the Cabinet of Ministers, the Minister of Interior Affairs makes the decision to withdraw an identifying document, issue a preliminary document and prohibit to leave the country.”

In order to define the procedure, conditions and terms for withdrawal of the identifying documents, new regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers are necessary. I suggest a draft for the Cabinet of Ministers regulations

It is necessary to define liability for violating the prohibition to leave the country in the Criminal Law\textsuperscript{31}, supplementing it with a new Article 77:\textsuperscript{4}

“(1) For leaving the country illegally, violating the prohibition to leave the territory of the state with the goal to actively participate in an ongoing armed conflict outside of the territory of the Republic of Latvia or participate in terrorist activities, - punished with imprisonment of up to three years and probation up to three years.

(2) For illegally leaving the country, violating the decision to withdraw identifying documents, with the goal to evade the hand-over of the identifying documents, - punished with imprisonment of up to one year and probation up to one year.”

Summarizing the results of the study, in conclusion I would like to say that the current level of terrorist threat in Europe will remain in the medium term. In May of 2015 in Warsaw (Poland) a street exhibition took place where several caricatures on the topic of Islam were publicly exhibited In the image, several men dressed in traditional Muslim garb are seen photographing the exhibition.

\textsuperscript{30} National Security Law, “Latvijas Vēstnesis”, 473/476 (2384/2387)

\textsuperscript{31} Criminal Law, “Latvijas Vēstnesis”, 199/200 (1260/1261), 08.07.1998
Will such demonstrations increase the level of security in Europe? In the near future the EU Member States will certainly strengthen common policy in limiting illegal migration and the forced integration of immigrants in the European society. These processes will also impact Latvia, the conditions must be clear regarding how much we are prepared to become engaged in solving the common EU immigrant problems, how many funds can we dedicate to these goals. Bearing in mind the increasing number of illegal immigrants arriving in Latvia, the State Border Guard has well-founded fears regarding the future capacity to house illegal immigrants. In 2015 in three months 49 persons have been detained for illegal crossing of the “green” border, all of them citizens of Vietnam, while 6 Russian, 5 Latvian, 1 Belorussian and 1 Tajikistan citizens\textsuperscript{32} have been detained for their transportation and organization of transport. With the increasing number of immigrants, the risks of rising crime and terrorism threats are also increasing. "The pressure of migration and the management of migration flows are defined as high priority during the Latvian presidency of the EU Council. A large part of measures have been carried out or are being currently implemented. However, bearing in mind the latest trends in connection with the increasing migration pressure in the EU, we must do more not just in the central and Eastern Mediterranean region, but also along the land border with the Western Balkans in order to meet the main challenges of migration"\textsuperscript{33}. The World Institute for Economics and Peace (IEP) published the annual terrorism review\textsuperscript{34}, Latvia (light blue color) is included among the group of countries where \textbf{Terrorism does not exist}. All security measures must be planned and implemented in order to ensure that the color of Latvia in this map would not change for as long as possible.
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